Climate change is shifting species' ranges. Simple predictive metrics of range shifts, such as climate velocity, that do not require extensive knowledge and data on individual species could help guide conservation. We review research on climate velocity, describing the theory underpinning the concept and its assumptions. We highlight how climate velocity has already been applied in conservation-related research, including climate residence time, climate refugia, endemism, historic and projected range shifts, exposure to climate change, and climate connectivity. Finally, we discuss ways to enhance the use of climate velocity in conservation, through tailoring it to be more biologically meaningful, informing design of protected areas, conserving ocean biodiversity in three dimensions, and informing conservation actions. 
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Simple climate metrics could help conservation in a changing climate 53
Climate change is likely to become the most serious threat to biodiversity this century [1, 2] . 54
In fact, anthropogenic climate change, initiated in the Industrial Revolution, has already 55 affected ecological systems from individual organisms to biomes [3, 4] , and has influenced 56 >80% of all biological processes [5] . Although ecological responses to climate change are 57 numerous, complex and multi-faceted, probably the most fundamental is the spatial 58 redistribution of global biodiversity [3] . Such species range shifts, in response to a changing 59 climate, have been observed across terrestrial and marine ecosystems during the current 60 warming period [6] [7] [8] and since the last glacial maximum [9, 10] . Understanding the 61 processes underpinning range shifts and predicting their potential outcomes is needed to 62 inform conservation, and reduce risks to food security, human health, and the viability of 63 numerous industries that depend on ecosystem services, including forestry, fisheries, and 64 eco-tourism. 65 66 Mechanisms underpinning range shifts are a blend of a species' exposure, sensitivity and 67 vulnerability to climate change, combined with its adaptive capacity [11] . Of these 68 characteristics, only exposure to climate change might be considered relatively generic 69 across species, with other traits being specific to individual species or populations. But 70 detailed physiological, ecological and evolutionary data are missing for most species, 71 especially in the tropics and much of the global ocean [12] , and current research priorities 72 make collection of such data increasingly difficult [13, 14] . This leaves conservation and 73 management agencies to make decisions with whatever alternative tools are available. 74
Threats to biodiversity posed by climate change have thus traditionally been quantified using 75 rates of warming or cooling, temperature anomalies, or degree heating weeks [15] . What 76 these simple indices do not convey is the relative likelihood that a species might escape the 77 threat of climate change by shifting its distribution. A promising solution that retains 78 generality, but conveys more ecologically relevant information is the velocity of climate 79 change, or more simply, climate velocity [16] [17] [18] . Climate velocity is a metric that uses freely-80 however, climate velocity is based solely on environmental variables and not on species 109 data (Box 1). [27] -i.e., the identification of points in space with climates sufficiently similar to those of the 128 points under consideration (Figure 1 ). Euclidean distances are often used as measures of 129 multivariate climatic dissimilarity, climate analogy being set by reference to a dissimilarity 130 threshold defined either subjectively [28, 29] or using regional statistics (e.g., 95 th percentile 131 of the minimum Euclidean distance between each future climate and all current climates) 132 [26, 30] . Importantly, the selected threshold is constant and common to all local climates. 133
When the points under consideration represent the current climate, and their analogues are 134 sought in a future climate, the geographic distance between points can be divided by the 135 time separating the periods to compute a speed of climate change. The direction for the 136 climate-analogue velocity is provided by the relative positions of the original point and its 137 future analogue ( Figure 1B regions of strong spatial gradients in environmental conditions (e.g., mountains) and 231 assumed to be least-exposed to climate change (i.e., requiring shorter dispersal distances 232 to track changes in climate). Climate exposure can also be modified by climate connectivity 233 In its simplest form, climate velocity is a purely physical metric, so the utility of climate 282 velocity in conservation could be improved through the addition of information that can better 283 represent underlying ecological processes (Figure 2 ). First, a more realistic spatial extent 284 can be defined for climate-analogue velocity algorithms by limiting the pool of potential 285 analogues to those locations within the distance that species can be expected to cover over 286 a given period based on their dispersal capability ( Figure 2B ). If this information on dispersal 287 capacity is not available, alternative proxies might be suitable. For example, the limits of 288 reported range expansion and contraction rates can be used to limit the analogue search 289 radius [50] . Similar considerations apply to the spatial resolution of the climatic layers 290 defining the spatial units for local climate velocities (e.g., resolutions that are too fine could 291 result in local climate sinks that are easily avoided in reality by a widely-dispersing species). 292 Second, analogous environmental conditions can be made more relevant to a species by 293 considering the climate tolerance of a species, or the historical variability in local climate 294 conditions [50] ( Figure 2C ). Last, climate velocity (local and analogue approaches) and 295 climate-velocity trajectories miss information about the potential for a species to depart from 296 the minimum-distance path in search of routes less exposed to changes in climate [ It should be noted that in each instance, adding biological realism to climate velocity comes 328 at a cost. The current lack of biological information in climate velocity in its simplest form 329 confers generality across a broad range of species. However, the more climate velocity is 330 tailored to be more biologically meaningful, the more specific the metric becomes to the 331 species under consideration. Thus, the path of increasing biological realism moves climate 332 velocity towards species distribution models or other species-specific modelling approaches 333 that potentially have better predictive ability, but require more species-specific information 334 and are less generally applicable. 335 336
Informing design of protected areas and their networks 337
Protected areas need to be considered within a holistic ecosystem-based management 338 approach that recognizes the interactive and cumulative impact of human activities [70] . Movements of organisms on the seafloor are restricted to a two-dimensional surface, as 381 they are on land, and conventional two-dimensional climate velocity is therefore appropriate. 
The potential of climate velocity to inform conservation actions 410
Climate-velocity trajectories provide considerable scope to inform conservation actions (see 411   Table S2 for trajectory classes [24, 76] and a summary of potential implications for species 412 and conservation actions). For example, climate source areas (i.e., regions of novel climate 413 conditions) might face loss of indigenous biodiversity through emigration of species with 414 good dispersal ability, and in some cases extirpation of some species with short dispersal 415 abilities that cannot track their climate niche. In climate source areas, conservation actions 416 might be focused not only on monitoring alien invasive species that might occupy emptying 417 niches, but also ensuring that indigenous species have the ability to emigrate (Table S1) . 418
By contrast, in climate sink areas (i.e., where climates converge and sometimes disappear), 419 species must adapt to new climate or face extirpation, and must also cope with climate-420 immigrant species that bring novel interactions. In climate sinks, conservation actions might 421 be focused on potential mitigation of other anthropogenic stressors to aid adaptation, and in 422 extreme cases, assisted migration could be considered [85] (Table S2 ). Areas where climate 423 changes little (e.g., slow and non-moving climate-velocity trajectory classes) are key for 424 conservation because they usually provide refuges from climate change and have high rates 425 of endemism [9] . Although these areas are likely to be the main focus to protect biodiversity, 426 they might also be good places to release species translocated from climate sinks (Table  427 S2). 428
429

Concluding remarks 430
The growing literature on climate velocity demonstrates that it can provide valuable 431 information on the magnitude and direction of species' range shifts under a changing 432
climate. This simple index, based on environmental data with no physiological information, 433 is providing new ecological insights. We hope that this review stimulates wider consideration 434 and incorporation of climate velocity in biodiversity conservation, and that the emerging 435 approaches we highlight will help generate positive long-term conservation outcomes. We 436 also hope that the vocc R package we have made freely available on GitHub 437 warms, the initial location of the thermal performance curve will shift in space towards cooler 745 environments, commonly higher latitudes (Fig. IIA) . This shift in climate, which can be 746
represented by climate velocity, will tend to cause geographic range shifts in species' 747 distribution (i.e., range expansions or contractions of local populations), as species maintain 748 their original thermal environment (Fig. IIB) . 
